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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Claims 1-21 remain in the^appUcation.

Claims 1, 5, 8 and 16-20 are currently amended.

Claim 4 is cancelled:

5 Claim Rejections Under 35 USC $ 102

Claims 1-3, 6 and 16 were rejected under 35 USC § 102(e) overUS Patent 6,749,160 to

Richter.

The preset invention, as recited in amended claim 1, is not anticipated by Richter, which
I

teaches a support arm 10 consisting of an aluminum rod 12 covered by a corrugated flexible

10 plastic tube 11. Annular plug members 12a and 12b are dispo on the aluminum rod 12 at the

ends. The corrugated plastic tube 1 1 is supported by the annular plug members 12a and 12b at a

giv^ radial distance from the aluminum rod 12. Column 4, lines 24-32.

"The support plate 13 is provided with a sleeve 14 in which the other end of the support

arm 10 is received and firmly connected to the support plate 13 j""' Column 4, lines 3^-35

1 5 (emphasis added).

The examiner has not accepted the applicant's argument that 'fused" is not synonynious

with "firmly connected" ofRichter. The applicant continues to assert that "fused" distinguishes

fronrRij^hter.

However, Richter clearly fails to anticipate^the^present invention, which is a flexible supjport

20 apparatus having a permanently bendable continuously solid metal rod having a first end fiised

directly to the support base with a wdd-joint formed directly there between, and having a second

end fused directly to a mounting bracket with another weld joint formed du-ectly there between.

Obviously, Richter only teaches the-"end ofthe support arm 10 is received and firmly

connected to the support plate 13." Column 4, lines 33-35. Clearly, the term "received" and the

25 phrase "firmly connected" do not in any way anticipate the claimed invention having a 'Sveld

joint" formed between the metal rod's first and second ends and the support base and mounting

bracket,-as-recited in clai^n 1.

In contrast to the present invention^ Richter does not even discuss attachment ofthe

aluminum rod 12.
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Rather- in Figure 2 Richter shows the-ends ofthe aluminum rod 12 being extended into a

an enlarged area ofthe annular plug members 12a and 12b proximate to the floor ofthe respective

sleeves 5 and 14. The aluminum rod 12 has a reduced diameter or "neckedndown" portion passing

through the narrow inside diameter of the plug members 12a, 12b, and then a flared portion

5 within the enlarged area ofthe annular plug members 12a and 12b proximate to the floor e|f the

respective sleeves 5 and 14. Thus, Richter teaches the ends of the aluminum rod 12 being

"swaged" into the respective annular plug members 12a and 1 2b. The annular plug members-!2a

and 12b are in turn "received and firmly connected to the support plate 13," Column 4, lines 33-

35.

10 Clearly Richt^ cajinot teach a -Veld joint-' at least because Richter instead teaches

"swaging" of the aluminum rod 12.

For at least the above reascms- claim 1 is clearly not anticipated by Richto^, and is bdiev|d to

be allowable. Therefore, the applicant declines to amend claim 1 at this time.

Qaims 2-3 and 6 are allowable at least as d^nding from allowable claim 1.

1 5 Qaim 3 is fiirther allowable independently ofallowable base claim 1 as reciting "each of the

opening in the support base and the opening in the mounting bracket further comprises a second

larger opening into which opposite ends ofthe flexible sheath are inserted."

Richter only teaches the support plate 13 having a "sleeve 14" into which the "end of the

support arm 10 is "received" and "firmly connected" to the support plate 13," Column 4, lines

20 33-35 (emphasis ad^ed).

Clearly such a limited description ofthe support plate 13 having a "sleeve 14" cannot
^

anticipate "a second larger opening" in each ofthe opening in the support base and the opening in

the mounting bracket, as recited in cl^m 3.

In contrast to the sleeves 5 and 14 of Richter, the opening in the support base and th^

25 opening in the mounting bracket each having a "second larger opening into which opposite ends

ofthe flexible sheath are inserted^" as recited in claim 3.

In Figure 2 Richter clearly teaches that such "second larger opening" is not anticipated.

Rath^v in Figure 2 Richter clearly shows that the"sleeve 14" is a constant inner diameter from

the opening to the floor to receive the annular plug member 12b. Rather, the annular plug member
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1 2b is stepped with a first larger diameter to mate with the "sleeve 14," and a second smaller
I

diameter to mate with the corrugated plastic tube 1 1 . Similarly, the "sleeve 5" having a constant

diameter fi-om the opening to the-floor to receive the annular plug member 12a: The annular plug

member 12a is similarly stepped with a first larger diameter to mate with the "sleeve 5," and a

5 second smaller diameter to mate with the conjugated plastic tube 11.

Thus, Richter even teaches away fi"om the opening having a "second larger opening into

which opposite ends ofthe flexible sheath are inserted," as recited in claim 3.

For at least the above reasons, claim 3 is not anticipated by Richter, and is believed to be

allowable indep^d^tly ofallowable base claim 1

.

10 Oaim 16 differs in scope from allowable claim 1. However, the above arguments and

reasons for allowance directed to claim 1 are sufficiently applicable to claim 16 as to make

repetition unnecessary. Thus, for each of the reasons above, claim 16 is believed to be allowable

overthe cited.art.

Furthennore, Richter does not describein way how the "end ofthe support arm 1|0" is

15 "firmly connected" to the support plate 13. Colunm 4, lines 33-35,

However, Richter does clearly teach the aluminum rod 12 is not m any way connected to

the support plate 13. Rather, as shown in Figure 2, the aluminum rod 12 is connected (apparently

by swaging) to the "annular plug members 12a and 12b" which are in turn "firmly connected" in

an unknown manner to the support plate 13,

20 Thus^ Richter clearly fails to anticipate '"fiising" first and s metal rcjd in

the tubular aperture ofthe support base and in the tubular aperture ofthe mounting bracket, as

recited in claim 16, at least because the duminum rod 12 is not in any way connected ly the

support plate 13.

For at least the above reasons, claim 16 is clearly not anticipated by Richter, and is believed to

25 be allowable. Therefore, the applicant declines to amend claim 16 at this time.

Claim Rejections Under 35 use S. 103

Claims 4, 5, 8-10, 13-15 and 17-21 were rejected under 35 USC § 103(a) overUS Patent

6,749,160 to Richter in view ofUS Patent 4,020,575 to Kruger, et al.

Claim 4j 5 and 8 all depend from base claim^l

.
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Claim! is not made obvious by Richter, which fails to disclose or suggest a weldjoint

between the first and second ends ofthe metal rod and the respective support base and mounting

brackety as recited in claim l- Rather, as-discussed above, Richter only teaches the "end of the^

support arm 10 is received and firmly connected to the support plate 13." Column 4, lines 33-35,

5 As discussed above, the aluminum rod 12 ofRichter not attached in any way to the .

respective sleeves 5 and 14. Rather, the ends ofthe aluminum rod 12 are swaged to the respective

annular plug members 12a and 12b; See, e:g.. Figure 2. Then, the annular plug mCTnibCTs l2a)and

12b are "received and firmly connected to the support plate 13." Column 4, lines 33-35.

For at least the above reasons claim 1 is-not made obvious by Richter, and claim 1 is bdi^eved

10 to be allowable there over,

KrugerMs to provide the deficiaicies ofRicht^'. Kfuger feils to disclose or suggest a 'Sj^cld

joint formed directly between the first end ofthe metal rod and the support base," and a "weld

joint formed directly between the second end ofthe metal rod and the mounting bracket," as-now

recited in claim 1

.

15 Kruger teaches a badge formed of an envelope 12 having a fi'ont panel 14 with a mjajor

flap 16 and a minor flap 18. Column 1, line 63-column 2, Une 5.

The fi-ont panel Hwith a major flap 16 and a minor flap 1 8 are all formed in a single^^heet

of acetate or similar transparent stiffly flexible plastic. Column 2, lines 6-8.

A clamping panel 20, also-of acetate or other flexible plastic, is secured flat against the

20 flap 16. The clamping panel 20 is formed with a pair of spaced apertures 22 (FIG. 2) in a V-

shaped slit 24. A safety-pin-like fastener 28 ofwire is-formed with a base run 30 opposite a-piji

run 36. A distal end ofthe tongue 38 ofthe V-shaped slit 24 is lifted up fi"om the clamping panel

20 and is inserted between the base run 30 and the pin run 36 ofthe fastens so that the bas^ run

30 is threaded into and out ofthe apertures 22 respectively in final assembly. Column 2, lines

25 9-30.

"Thereafter, the clamping panel 20 is secured as by ultrasonic welding or the like, directly

against the major flap 16. This is as shown m the hatched area S in FIG. 1 . It is important that the

sealed area include at least some of the tongue-38 so that thetongue may not thereafter lift up and

permit the escape ofthe fastener 28, as will be understood." Column 2, lines 31-37.
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Trapping-of the base run^30 ofthe fastener 28 between the clamping panel 20 and thej flap

16 is "readily accomplished by the sealing process." The capture ofthe base run 30 through the

apertures-22 "immobilizes-the pin with the fastener 28," Once the pin run 36 is applied to ^he

clothing, the envelope 12 is not readily given to pivoting about. This keeps the envelope and

5 material therein^well oriented: Column 2, lines 38-45.

Thus, Kruger clearly fails to provide the deficiencies ofRichter at least because Kruger fails to

disclose or suggest a 'Veldjoint" formed directly between theends ofthe metal rod an^ the

respective support base and mounting bracket, as recited in claim 1.

Rather, Kruger only teaches welding the plastic clamping panel 20 to the major flap>^16.

10 See, e.g., column 2, lines 31-37. The base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 is only "captured" between

the clamping panel 20 and the flap 16, which is "readily accomplished by the sealing process."

Column 2, lines 38-45. Thus, Kruger only teaches plastic-to-plastic welding that captures the

metal base run 30 ofthefast^er 28: Kruger fails to-disclose or suggest any welding ofthe yietal

base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 to anything. Kruger only teaches welding plastic to plastic.

15 Furthermore, Kruger requires the base run 30 to be 'T>ent in the form ofa sine wave" that

"further immobilizes the fastener so that the pin run does not fold down against the back ofthe

badge which would make it awkward to^ attach-to clothing." Column 2, lines 46-52. This nee^ to

"further immobilizes the fastener" emphasizes the fact that the metal base run 30 ofthe fastener

28 is not welded to either the clamping panel 20 or the flap 16. Instead, the base run 30 ofth^e

20 fastener 28 must be bent in to a sine wave to keep fi-om rotating between the clamping panel 20

and-the-flap^ 16.

Thus, Kruger fails to disclose or suggest a 'Veld joint" between first and second ends of

the solid metal rod and the respective support base and mounting bracket, as recited in claim 1

.

Rather, by teaching the-base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 being "captured" between by the sealed^

25 area between the clamping panel 20 or the flap 16, Kruger actually teaches away fi-om the "metal

rod having a first end fused directly to the support base; and having a second end fused direc|ly to

a mounting bracket," as recited in claim 1

.

For at least the above reasons- claim 1 is not made obvious by Richter and Kruger, and-claim

1 is believed to be allowable there over.

30 Glaini-4 is eancdled whereby the rejection is madeinoot.
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Claims 5 and 8 are all allowable at least as dep^d from allowable base claim- 1

.

Claim 5 is allowable at least as depending from allowable claims 2 and 3 allowable base

Furthermore, Claim 5 is fiuther allowable independently ofallowable claims 1, 2 and 3. Claim

5 differs in scope from allowable claim 1 . However, the above arguments and reasons for

allowaneedirected to claim 4 are^sufficiently applicable-to claim 5 as to make repetition^

unnecessary. Thus, for each ofthe reasons above, claim 5 is believed to be allowable independently

ofallowable base cldm 1.

Claim 8 is allowable at least as-depending from allowable claim 4.

Claim 8 is ftuther allowable independently ofallowable claim 4 as reciting "each ofthe metal

rod, the support base-and the mounting bracket are formed ofa material that is metal-to-metal

weldable by conventional means."

In contrast, as discussed herein above; Richter fails to disclose or suggest the aluminum

rod 12 being "fused" to the sleeve 14 of the support plate 13. Richter further fails to disclose or

suggest-the aluminum rod 12 being "directly" connected to the sleeve 14 ofthe support platcj 13.

Rather, Richter only teaches the aluminum rod 12 being "swaged" to the amular plug members

12aand 12bj which arethen in turn -firmly connected" in an unknown manner to the support

plate 13.

Kruger fails to provide the-deficiencies of Richter at least as to "each ofthe metal rod^ the

support base and the mounting bracket are formed of a material that is metal-to-metal fusible by

conventional means," as recited in claim 8; Rather, Krug^ only teaches a major flap 16 formed ipf a

sheet of acetate or similar transparent stiffly flexible plastic (column 2, lines 6-8) and a clamping

panel 20, also of acetate^or other flexible-plastic (column 2, lines 9-30), which is secure^ flat

against the flap 16 by "ultrasonic welding or the like" (column 2, lines 31-37),

Thus- at least because Kruger only teaches welding of"acetate or similar transparent

stiffly flexible plastic," Kruger clearly fails to disclose or suggest any members being "formed'ofa

material that is metal-to-metal fusible by conventional means," as recited in claim 8.

For at least the above reasons, claim 8 is not made obvious by Richter and BCruger; and is

believed to be allowable independently of allowable claim 4 and allowable base claim 1.

claim 1.
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Qaim 9-difFers in scope from allowable claim 1 , However, the above arguments and

reasons for allowance directed to claim 1 are sufficiently applicable to claim 9 as to make repetition

unnecessary: Thus, for each ofthe reasons above,- claim 9 is believed to be allowable; Therefore,

the applicant declines to amend claim 9 at this time.

5 GIatm -10 is allowable at least as depend-from allowable base claim 9.

Claim 10 is further allowable independently ofallowable base claim 1 as reciting '"the weld

joints formed between the metal rod and each ofthe support base and the mounting bracket

further comprise ultrasonic weld joints."

As diseussed^herein above regarding claim 4, Richter only teaches the ends ofthe

10 aluminum rod 12 being "swaged" into the respective annular plug members 12a and 12b, with the

annular-plug members 12a and 12b being-"'finnly connected" in an unknown manner to the

support plate 13. See, e.g.. Figure 2. Thus, Richter fails to disclose or suggest weld joints formed

between the metal rod and-each of-the support base and the mounting bracket. -• as recited in plaim

4.

15 Also; Kruger only teaches-the plastic clamping panel 20 being 'Svelded" to the flap 1^. As

taught by Kruger, the metal base run 30 of the fastener 28 is not welded to either the clamping

panel-20 or the-fla^ 16.

Thus, Krug^ fails to provide the deficiencies ofRichter as to '^he^weld joints formed

between the metal rod and each ofthe support base and the mounting bracket fiirther comprise

20 ultrasonic weld joints/' as recited in claim 10.

For at least the above reasons, claim 10 is not made obvious by Richter and Kruger, and is

believed to be allowable indq)endently ofallowablebase claim 9.

Oaims 13-15 are all aUowable at least as depend from allowable base claim 9.

CHaim-lS is fiirther allowableindependOTtly ofallowable base claim 9 as reciting "each ofjthe

25 support base and the mounting bracket further comprises a respective counter-bore substantially

concentric with the respective tubular aperture and sized to admit the flexible plastic sheath."

As discussed herein above regarding claim 3, in Figure 2 Richter clearly teaches that such

"counter-bore" is Hot anticipated. Rather, in Figure 2 Richter clearly shows that the "sleeve l4" is
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a constant inner diameter from the opening to the floor to receive the annular plug membei; 12b.

Rather, the annular plug member 12b is stepped with a first larger diameter to mate with the

"sleeve-14," and a second smaller diameter to mate-with the corrugated plastic tube 1 1 . Similarly,

the "sleeve 5" having a constant diameter from the opening to the floor to receive the annular

plug member 12a; The annular plug member I2a is similarly stepped with a first larger diameter to

mate with the "sleeve 5," and a second smaller diameter to mate with the corrugated plastic tube

11.

Thus^ Riehter even teaches away from the opening having a "counteriore substantially

concentric with the respective tubular aperture and sized to admit the flexible plastic sheath," as

recited in" claim 15.

Kruger obviously fails to provide-the deficiencies ofRichter as to the "counter-bore" at

least because Kruger only teaches the envelope 12 having a flat front panel 14 with flat major and

niinor flaps 16 and 18 all formed in a single sheet of acetate or similar transparent stiffl

plastic (column 2, lines 6-8), and flat clamping panel 20 also formed in a sheet of acetate or other

flexible plastic (column 2, lines-9-3 0).

For at least the above reasons^ claim 15 is-not anticipated by Richter, and is believed-|o be

allowable independently ofallowable base claim 9.

Claims 17-21 are allowable at least-as <iq>ending from alb^ 16.

Claim 17 is further allowable independently of allowable base claim 1 as reciting

20- '\iltrasonically welding the first- and second ends ofthe-metal rod in the respective tubular

apertures ofthe support base and mounting bracket."

Glakn 17 differs in scope from allowable^claim 4as discussed herein above. Ho

above arguments and reasons for allowance directed to claim 4 are sufficiently applicable to claim

17 as to make repetition unnecessary. Thus, for-each ofthe-reasons above, claim 17 is believed to

25 be allowable independently ofallowable base claim 16.

As discussed herein above-regarding clainv4-Riehter only teaches the ends ofthe

aluminum rod 12 being "swaged" into the respective annular plug members 12a and 12b, with the

annular plug memb^s 12a and 12b being "firmly connected" in an unknown manner to the

support plate 13. See, e.g.. Figure 2. Thus, Richter fails to disclose or suggest weld joints formed
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between the metal rod Md each ofthe support bas& and the mounting bracket:" as recited in plaim

4.

Also, Kruger only teaches the plastic clamping panel 20 being -Hvelded" to the flap 1^. As

taught by Kruger, the metal base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 is not welded to either the clamping

5 panel-20-of-the-fla^ 16.

ThuSj Kruger fails to provide the deficiencies ofRichter as to
'

\iltrasonicaily welding-^he

first and second ends ofthe metal rod in the respective tubular apertures ofthe support base and

mounting bracket," as recited in elaifn 17.

For at least the above reasons, claim 1 7 is not made obvious by Richter and Kruger, a^d is

1 0 believed to be allowable independently ofallowable base claim 1 6.

Claim 18 is fiirther allowable independ^tly of allowable base claim 1 6 as reciting '\ipsetti^ng

the metal around first and second ends ofthe metal rod." In contrast, Richter provides absolutely

no teaching as to conditioning^the end ofthe aluminum rod 12. Rather, Richter only teaches,

swaging the annular plug members 12a and 12b onto the aluminum rod 12. Thus, Richter clearly

15 e^mot disclose or suggest '\ipsetting the metal/ - as r

Kruger cannot provide the deficiencies of Richter at least because Kruger also provides

absolutely no teaching as to conditioning the fastener 28 except the base run 30 being '"bent in the

form of a sine wave." Thus, Kruger also clearly cannot disclose or suggest '\jpsetting the metal,"

as^ reciting in-elaim 18.

20 For at least the above-reasons, claim 18 is not made obvious by Richt^ and Kruger, apd is

believed to be allowable independently ofallowable claim 17 and allowable base claim 16.

Claim 19 is fiirtha* aUowable^independently ofaUow claim 16 as reciting-Torming^a

second tubular aperture therein that is of larger diameter and is substantially concentric with a first

tubular aperture having the metal rod fiised therein" as to both the support base and the mounting

25 bracket.

Claim 19 differs in-scope fi^om allowable claim 3 as discussed herein above. However, |he

above arguments and reasons for allowance directed to claim 3 are sufficiently applicable to claim

19 as to make repetition unnecessary. Thus; for eaclhofthe reasons above, claim 19 is believpd to

be allowable independently ofallowable base claim 16.
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As discussed herdn above regarding^claim 3, Rieht^ only teaches the support plate 13^

having a "sleeve 14" having a constant inner diameter from the opening to the floor to receive the

annular plug member 12b. Instead, Richer teaches the annular plug member 12b being stepped

with a first larger diameter to mate with the "sleeve 14," and a second smaller diameter to mate

5 with the-corrugated plastic tubje 1 1

.

Kniger c^mot provide the defici^icies ofRichter at

absolutely no teaching as to any tubular aperture. Rather, Kruger only teaches a pair of apertures

22 for the-fastener 28; Thus; Kruger also clearly cannot disclo^^ or suggest -forming a second,^

tubular aperture therein that is of larger diameter and is substantially concentric with a first tubular

10 aperture having the metat rod fiised therein," as reciting in claim 19.

For at least the above reasons, claim 19 is not made obvious by Richter and Kruger, and is

bdieved to be allowable indq)endOTtly ofallowable claims 17 and 18, and allowable base claim 16 .

^

Claim 20 is fijrther allowable independently ofallowable base claim 16 as reciting "aluminum

welding the first and second ends ofthe metal rod in the^respective tubular ape^

1 5 support base and mounting bracket."

Glaim 20 differs in scope from allowable claim 4. However, the above arguments^ and

reasons for allowance directed to claim 4 are sufficiently applicable to claim 20 as to make

repetition unneeessary. Thus, for each of the reasons above, claim 20 is believed to be allo\yable

independently ofallowable base claim 16.

20 As discussed hereifr aboveregarding claim 4, RiehtCT only teaches the ends ofthe

aluminum rod 12 being "swaged" into the respective annular plug members 12a and 12b, with the

annular plug members 12a and 12b being "firmly connected" in an unknown manner to the

support plate 13. See, e.g.. Figure 2.

Kruga^ only teaches the-acetate^or other plastic clamping panel 20 bdng 'Svelded" to^the

25 acetate or other plastic flap 16. As taught by Kruger, the metal base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 is

not welded to either theclamping pmel 20 or the flap 16.

Thus, Kruger fails to provide the deficiencies of Richter as to "aluminum welding the first

and second ends of the metal rod in the-respectivetubular apertures ofthe support bas^ and

mounting bracket," as recited in claim 20.
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For at least the above reasons, claim 20 is not made obvious by Richter and Kruger, ^d is

believed to be allowable independently ofallowable base claim 16,

Official No^tice

"Official Notice" was made that it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill injthe

5 art to have made the device and its parts ofany suitable material or method offorming them from any

suitable material in orda" to easily attach the components to each other .

The applicant takes exception to such "Official Notice." Richter showed absolutely no

suggestionthat the aluminum rod 12 be -"fiised" or 'Svelded" to the sleeves 5 and 14. Rather, Richter

was required to "swage" the rod 12 to the annular plug members 12a and 12b, then connect the

10 annular plug memb^s 12a and 12b in an unknown manner to the support plate 13 . See? e.g.,

column 4, lines 33-35; and Figure 2.

Kruger was required to form the base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 into the form of a "sine

wave." Column 2, lines 46-52. This need to "further immobilizes the fastener" emphasizes the fact

that Kruger could not weld the metal base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 to either the clamping p|anel

15 20 or the flap 16, Instead, the base run 30 ofthe fastener 28 must be bent in to a sine wave to

keep from rotating between the clamping panel 20 and the flap 16.

Thus, both Richter and Kruger teach away from "fusing" or 'Svelding" a metal rod to an

'"ultrasonically weldable plastic material" as recited, for example, in claim 5; Clearly, because b9th

the references cited by the Office Action teach away from the combination, such "Official Notice"

20- is-made in error.

Richter and Kruger obviously represent the level of ordinary skill in the art at the tim^ the

invention was made. However, as discussed above, both Richter and Kruger teach away from

"fasing" or 'Nvelding" a metat rod to an "ultrasonically weldableplastic material" as recited, for

example, m claim 5. Thus, clearly it was not obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

25 theinvOTtion was niade to ''fijse" or -Vdd'- a met^^

material" as recited, for example, in claim 5.

The court in /«re ie5/i/>7 required the article to be of a type that was made ofthe same^

material prior to the invention. In re Leshin, 125 USPQ 416 (selection of a known plastic to make

a container ofa type that was made^of plastics prior to the invention was held to be obvipus).
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Here, in contrast to the examiner has support that the fl^ble

support apparatus ofthe invention has ever been made ofthe same materials prior to the

invention.

Furthennore, the examiner and Board in /w re F/>7e asserted that it would have been wjthin

5 the skill of the art to substitute one type of detector for another in the system of the primary

reference. However the court found there was no-support or explanation ofthis conclusion and

reversed . In re Fine, 837 F.2d 1071, 5 USPQ2d 1596 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (citmg In re Leshin, 125

USPQ^416).

Here, similarly to -m ln re Fine, tht Office Action does not presents the required support

10 or explanation for concluding that it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the

art atthe time the invention was made to employ the materials recited in the claims. In fact; both

Richter and Kruger teach awav from 'fusing" or 'Svelding" a metal rod to an '\iltrasonically

weldable plastic material" as recited, for example, in claim 5;

Thus, for each ofthe above reasons, the "Official Notice'' is not believed to be effective, and

15 the applicant respectfully reconsideration and withdrawal thereof

Claims 7, 11 and 12 were rejected under 35 USC § 103(a) over US Patent 6,749,160 to

Richter ia view ofUS Patent 4j020j57S to^Kruger, et aLy and further in view ofUS Patent

6,637,642 to Lingnau.

Claim 7 deprads from baseclaim 1 which is notmade obvious by Richter, as discussed a^ove.

20 As also discussed above, Kruger fails to provide the deficiendes ofRichter.

Additionally, Linggiau fails to provide-thedefici^cies ofboth Richter and Kruger as to clajm 7.

Contrary to the examiner's belief, Lingnau fails to disclose or suggest the '\ipset metal finish'' of the

first and second ends of the metal rod, as recited in claim 7.

Rather, Lingnau only teaches a solid state welding process that combines the processes of

25 induction welding and fiiction welding: Colunm 5; lines 15*18 (-The impr

process ofthis invention advantageously combines the processes of induction welding and fiiction

welding to create a new solid state welding process which is superior to both ofthese processes.")

Thus, Lingnau does not even discuss the ultrasonic welding process ofthe present

invention between a metal-rod and an ultrasonically weldable plastic material, as discusse^d in

30 claim 5.
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Furthermore, the cited portion ofLingnau: column 8, Unas 6-24 ^(^^^ hqrein

below), recites only choice of a shielding gas, and induction coil features:

Although the most logical choice of a shielding gas is argon, experimentation ^las

shown that argon causes arcing near the end of the heating cycle presumably due

to the combined effects of the electric field from the coil and the infrared radiation

from the faying surfaces. It has been found that nitrogen as a shielding gas

eliminates arcing: Arcing may also be prevented by coating the induction coil \yith

a high dielectric strength electrical insulator. It is critical that the induction coil be

carefully designed to develop a uniform induced current density across the faj^ng

surfaces. Experimentation has shown that the geometry of the flash upset and the

finish wdd profile are strongly affected by the dimensions ofthe coil relative to t^he

tube dimensions as discussed more fiiUy herein below. As set forth above,

however, the overafr form of the flash upset is completely different from that

produced by conventional fiictional welding and the flash is substantiallv reduced

by the solid state welding method ofthis invention. Golunm 8, lines 6-24,

The only reference to '^ipset" in the above portion ofLingnau cited in the Office Action

uses the term '^ipset" in describing the ov^all form ofthe^'^lash upset." Golunm 8^ lines 19-24

(reproduce above). As taught by Lingnau, the '"flash upset" is only the 'Volume of ejected metal'

at the wdd due to the direct energy input of induction heating the surfaces to be welded;-See,

e.g., colunm 4, lines 60-66, which is reproduced herein below:

As set forth below^ the improved solid state welding process of this invention

results in a much smaller volume of ejected metal commonly known as "flash" or

"uDset" by virtue ofthe direct energy input of induction heating the surfaces to^be

welded which conventionally must be generated by fiiction heating of the rubbing

surfaces. Column 4, lines 60-66 (emphasis added).

Thus, Lingnau cleariy does not disclose or suggest any '\ipset metal finish" ofthe first and

second ends ofthe metal rod for weldmg directly to the support base and themounting brapket,

as recited in claim 7.

For at least the above reasons, claim 7 is allowable over Richter in view ofboth Kpger

and Lingnau.
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Claims 11 and 12 depaid from base claim 9 which is not made obvious by Richter, as

discussed above. As also discussed above, Kmger fails to provide the deficiencies ofRichter.

Claims 11 differs in scope from allowable claim 7. However, the above arguments directed

to claim 7 are sufficiently applicable to claim 1 1 as to make repetition unnecessary. Thus, for each

5 of the reasons above, claim 1 1 is believed to be allowable.

Claim 12 is allowable at least as depending from allowable claim 1 1 and allowable base claim

9.

The claims now being in form for allowance^ reconsideration and allowance is respectfiilly

requested.

10 Ifthe examiner has questions or wishes to discuss any aspect ofthe case, the examjner is

encouraged to contact the undersigned at the telephone number given below.

Respectfully submitted^

15 Attorney: ^— 6^HMl£^

Charles J. JS^pnick

Registration No.: 43,068

20

Date: August 10, 29O6

Telephone: (206) 439-7956

Facsimile:- (206)439-^223
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